
Ultra-Lightweight 4 Wheel Soft Side 

Spinner Set 3 Piece Luggage Suitcase Set 

(Black, Navy, and Red) 

EXTREMELY LIGHT- WEIGHT FOR YOUR MAXIMUM CONVENIENCE:  

These attractive-looking suitcases are extremely lightweight. They are easy to carry 

allowing you to pack maximum items without exceeding your weight allowance. 

Their classy exteriors are made of hard-wearing polyester which is resilient to 

scratches and scuffs. Every suitcase contains a 3-digit combination barrel padlock to 

ensure extra security, locking in the zips together. The interior features 3 zippered 

pockets for conveniently storing smaller items. 

360 DEGREE MANOEUVRABLE:  

Travelling a lot itself can get really exhausting at times and your extra heavy luggage 

adds to that hassle. These stylish exterior feature 4 spinner wheels, ensuring smooth-

rolling mobility in any direction; reducing the stress of pushing double spinner 

wheels. Its strong soft side design can collapse a bit to fit perfectly into tight spaces. 



PUSH-BUTTON EXTENDABLE HANDLES:  

The suitcases are comprised of double-tube aluminium handles. These handles can 

be extended for the total height of up to 1 metre each, however, there you will not 

have to strain your back. Additionally, they are very durable and strong and can 

easily place the other essentials and small bags on the top.  

For easy loading and storage, the handles can be extended by using the push-button 

release mechanisms, which can also be retracted back into the suitcase. These high-

quality suitcases can also fit inside each other when not in use. 

ULTIMATE STORAGE SPACE:  

Carrying all the necessities as possible with convenience is what you need for any 

flight and travelling. These suitcases have more than 100L of storage space which 

makes it an optimum choice for travelling. The exterior of the suitcase consist of a 

huge double-zipped front pocket for added storage for your essentials that you 

might anytime. The strong packing straps in the interior can seamlessly hold your 

clothes in place. 

WARRANTY & SPECIFICATIONS:  

With around 5-years of warranty, these suitcases are your best bet and you can buy 

them with confidence. Specifications - 20" Dimensions: 55x35x20cm (All Parts), 

47x35x20cm (Body). Weight: 1.6kg. Capacity: 33L. 25" Dimensions: 66.5x41x25cm (All 

Parts), 60.5x41x25cm (Body). Weight: 1.8kg. Capacity: 62L. 29" Dimensions: 

77.5x46x30cm (All Parts), 71.5x46x30cm (Body). Weight: 2.1kg. Capacity: 99L 

 

 


